Business Principles for employees of METRO
1. We make a strict distinction between personal interests and the
interests of the company.
Working for METRO means we represent METRO and its interests. Personal
and professional matters must always be strictly separated. METRO needs
your undivided loyalty and your dedicated commitment for the benefit of
our customers. There is no place for conflicts of interest. In cases of
doubt, we ask our superior or compliance officer.
2. We don’t offer anyone an advantage that cannot be justified.
The following applies at all times when dealing with business partners and
authorities: We do not offer any unjustified benefits and we avoid even
the appearance of bribery. What we offer is fair and based on
performance. We comply strictly with the law, particularly when dealing
with authorities. If we want to offer a benefit that could be seen as
unjustified, we first consult our superior or compliance officer.
What is acceptable?
• Symbolic gifts and gifts that are low in value.
• Invitations by business partners to business lunches and dinners in
a reasonable setting.
• And of course: aggressive price competition and convincing product
offers and services to our customers.
3. We do not use our position to our personal advantage.
We collaborate with thousands of business partners. It is important that
we do not request or accept any personal benefits when selecting business
partners. During the selection process, we focus instead on the best
interests of our customers and of the company. We also avoid any acts
that could be misunderstood as bribery. In case of doubt, we ask our
compliance officer.
What is acceptable?
• Invitations to business-related events such as a product launch.
• Symbolic gifts and gifts that are low in value.
• Invitations to business lunches and dinners in a reasonable setting.
4. We treat all information from the company as confidential.
A lot of information that helps us to make the best possible offer to our
customers is confidential. We are always careful with whom and where we
share information so that confidential information does not get into the
wrong hands. We do not disclose any information or documents from the
company to third parties outside of our normal business processes. We
forward enquiries to the responsible colleagues at METRO.
Information that has been published or publicly confirmed by METRO is of
course not confidential.
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5. We respect the rules of fair competition.
Competition drives us to make the best possible offers to our customers.
That is why we strictly abide by antitrust law. In practice, this means: We
do not speak to competitors about confidential matters that are
commercially sensitive, such as purchasing and resale prices, costs and
customers. We do not agree on resale prices with suppliers. We do not
obtain any information about specific competitors from suppliers.
6. We treat everyone as equals.
Discrimination is not acceptable. At METRO, we treat everybody with
respect and protect employees against any form of discrimination,
especially based on their origin, religion, ethnic group, age, sexual
orientation and identity, their gender or a disability. There is no place in
our group for any form of harassment such as bullying or sexual
harassment.
7. We are a fair employer.
Our employees are important to us! That is why we create and maintain
fair working conditions. This means of course that we comply with
regulations under labour law. It also means that as a company we respect
the national laws where we operate. For instance, employees can unionise
pursuant to national laws, if they wish to do so.
8. We respect all legal provisions and regulations.
It sounds simple but it is very important: We always work in compliance
with laws and company guidelines. Personal responsibility and dedication
are required. This means that we inform ourselves about important legal
provisions, keep ourselves updated on company guidelines and take part
in training courses. In case of doubt, we ask our compliance officer.
We are here to support you. With the 8 METRO business principles it is
easy to act in compliance with our values and rules. Nevertheless,
questions may arise: How do I apply a business principle in a specific
instance? How can I point something out?
We promote a culture of trust, openness and transparency. Only if METRO
knows about what is going wrong will it be able to address the situation.
For this, please contact your superior or the local compliance officer of
your entity.
For more information please visit UNITED.
You can rely on us.
There may be cases in which it is important to speak about the matter
outside your direct environment. In this case please go to
www.metroag.de/compliance and leave a report. This can also be done
entirely anonymous from a public computer. Every single report will be
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investigated appropriately. The whistleblower will not face any negative
consequences for submitting a report in good faith. What’s more: We also
protect affected colleagues against unjustified accusations. There is a
structured and transparent procedure for handling all relevant cases. A
committee, consisting of representatives from the compliance, HR, law
and audit functions safeguards that each report is treated fairly and is
processed consistently.
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